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H-Split Translations of Groups* 
CHARLES WELLS 
1. ISTRODGCTION AND NOT~YITON 
Let G be a group containing a subgroup N. The centralizer (in Sym(G)) 
of the left translations by elements of II is the group ST(G; H) of (right) 
H-split tvarzslations of G. In this article the structure of ST(G; H) is described, 
representations of G in S1’(G; If) are investigated, and an application to 
automorphisms is made. Let r = G/H be the set of right cosets of f1 in G. 
ST(G; II) is isomorphic to H w Sym(r) (Section 2). This means when r 
is finite it is also isomorphic to the complete monomial group over H of degree 
(G : N) as investigated by Ore [ 171 and Kaloujnine and Krasner [14]; Section 2 
gives explicit isomorphisms between S7’(G; H) and two different ways of 
looking at the complete monomial group. 
‘The right regular representation of G is a subgroup of ST(G; H) (it is 
exactly SY’(G; H) in case G =: il). In Section 3, a fairly simple criterion is 
given for when a representation of G in S7’(G; 11) is conjugate to the right 
regular representation. 
The automorphisms of G that arc in ST(G; H) arc exactly those that fix 
/I elementwise. The analysis of ST(G; 11) of Section 2 is used in Section 4 
to describe the structure of these automorphisms. 
The present work is a two-fold generalization of [23], where G was finite 
Abelian and H was the group of dth roots of unity for some d dividing I G 1. 
In turn, [23] was a generalization of [22] and [IO], which treated the case that 
G was the multiplicative group of a finite field; in that cast the elements of 
S7’(G; 11) have representations as polynomials over the field, some of which 
\vcre first investigated by Dickson ([9], 17. 61). 
.Ihmad [4] has investigated the cycle structure of ST(G; H) in the case G 
is cyclic. The work of Harrison 8 High [/2] on complctc monomial groups 
is also applicable. 
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In this paper, functions of one variable are written on the right, with 
exponential notation often being used for clarity. FVe set [ 1, m] =m= (I,..., rrzl. 
If T is a set, Sym( T) is the symmetric group on 7’, and Sym(m) Sym([l , ~1). 
Trans( T) is the monoid of all mappings from T to T. The group of left (right) 
translations by elements of a subgroup H of a group G is L,(H) (R,(H)); wc 
write L,(G) ~=m L(G). A wr B denotes the (complete) wreath product of a 
group ,4 by a permutation group B. 
We shall in the following consider a fixed group G, with a fixed subgroup 
H, r =y G/H, and {gc}Etl. a fixed right transversal of H in G with g, =: 1, so 
that 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF ST(G : H) 
A map v E Sym(G) centralizes L,(H) when for all h E H, 
If one sets 
h(xfp) = (hx) fp. (2.1) 
at 7 x ‘(scp) (x t f, < E r) 
then (2.1) shows that aE is well-defined, and one has 
(24 
xy = sac ; (x E 6, ( E I’). (2.3) 
Conversely, any permutation y satisfying (2.3) centralizes L,(H) and so is in 
SI’(G; H). A mapping v of the form (2.3) need not be a permutation, but 
since any centralizer of a set is a group, if F is a permutation then its inverse 
has the form (2.3) also. (Note that (2.3) . pl ex ains why the maps in ST(G; H) 
are called right split translations when it is necessary to distinguish.) 
We shall denote any mapping q~ of the form (2.3) by [a5]tsT There are 
clearly / G I(C’H) such mappings, and they form a monoid with ST(G; H) as 
maximal subgroup. We shall denote this monoid by GOr, the subscript 
indicating that the operation is composition instead of the more usual point- 
wise multiplication. 
For any 5 E I’ and h t H, (h<q:) v == hg,a, is in a unique coset [’ depending 
only on 4 and q~ Thus, there is a map w : Go” --f Trans(r) defined by 
Q~xo) =-~ [‘. Moreover, let 
74% 0 :: bupfg,,L ) ; ,, (2.4) 
theny : G,,“ x I’- Hand 
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Conversely, given any list {hE}SEr in Hr and any map u E Trans(F), if we set 
then the map y = [a6]c,r satisfies VW = u and y(v, [) = h, for E E r, and is 
the only such map in G,r. We have thus constructed a bijection 
,8 : Gor-t Trans(r) x Hr. 
If q~’ :=- [a;lEEr. E G,,’ also, then 
v%)Pp;’ = (‘%2) w;bmJ 
= 44% 0 Yc?J’, &P)) gEbw)(a’o) . CW 
It follows from (2.6) that the inverse of p7 is [a&-1]5tr, and that 
CO: Gor - Trans(r) is a homomorphism. 
LEMMA 1. If q~ E GOT then p permutes G if and only 12 pw E Sym(r). 
(Cf. Lemma 1 of [23].) 
Proof. Let [(qw) = (‘(pw) with q E ST(G; IS). Then by (2.5) 
gcP, = Ma 0 A% w ‘&,I 9) 
so that 5 = 5’; and VW is surjective because 9) is. 
Conversely, suppose FW permutes r and (hgE) CJJ = (Kg,,) ‘p. Then by (2.5), 
[(~w) = (‘(VW), so 5 = t’ and hence h = A’. -4nd if t(vw)-l : 5, one has 
(hy(v, 5))ig,) p = hg, This proves the lemma. 
It follows that w j ST(G; H), w ic h’ h we shall also denote W, is a epimorphism 
from ST(G; H) to Sym(r). We shall set Ker w = BT(G; H). 
Let /3 : G + H x I’ be the bijection hg, w (h, 6). Then if q~ E G,,“, 
(‘G 0 8-l FJ,P = (hy(p, 0, &FJ)) (2.7) 
so that p-lG,r,8 E GOr as a semigroup of mappings. In particular 
/3-lST(G; H) /3 z ST(G; H) as a permutation group. 
Then (2.7) yields 
THEOREM 1. ST(G; H) z H wr Sym(r) as permutation groups. 
Kaloujnine and Krasner [14] and Hall [II] have accounts of the wreath 
product (called the “complete product” in the former work and defined in 
a more general way). The account of P. Neumann [16] is primilarly concerned 
with the standard wreath product, which ST(G; H) is not. The following 
corollary includes basic properties of the wreath product which can be found 
in the w-orks just named. 
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!Yotr I. One cop!; of Sym(I’) in SY’(G; Ii) which is a transversal for 
BT(G; H) is the set of maps of the form [(z.Jccl. whew 
for each o E Sym(r). Changing the transversal {,y$ 1 [ E r) of I1 in G gives 
conjugates of this copy. (SW Note 5, c’oroliary 2.) 
ATorr 2. One can clearly cktcnd the definition of vrcath product of 
permutation groups to semigroups of mappings, with the result that G,,r is 
isomorphic on composition to the wreath product of R(H) b!, Trans(l’). 
xote 3. ‘I’he set of maps of the form 
hg, r* hQgCr , (2.9) 
where {cr: 5 E 1’) is a collection of maps in S;, m(bZ) and r t Sym(l’), is a group 
S(G; EZ) isomorphic to Sym(ZZ) wr Sym(r). SY’(G; 11) is transitive on G with 
the coscts of N as classes of imprimitivity. S(G; H) is maximal in Sym(G) 
in that respect. 
Note 4. ‘The maps “ I p;#” considered by Mader [/5] one easily 
identifies as being just those elements of ET(G; II) for which the map [ : z op 
is in Hom(r, ZZ). (His S is my M). C’ompare ‘I’hcorem 4 below with his 
Lemma 3.2(d). 
ATote 5. Let G be finite, ri nr, and let a he some bijection from 
[ 1, nr] to r. To each v t ST(G; II) associate the clement of Ore’s “JY,,,(U)” 
(see [Z7] for definitions) of the form (h,x,,, , lq,,, ‘..., ZI,,,~,,,,~) where 
hi -7 ~(93, i 1) (i I )...) 112) (2.10) 
and (r ==~ a(qx,). It is not difficult to verify that this association is an anti- 
isomorphism z?.;,,(H) --F ST(G; Zf) (it ~vould t iavc hccn an isomorphism if Ore 
had multiplied his s’s on the right). As a result, all the detailed investigation 
Ore made of z,,,(lZ) applies to S7’(G; fi). In particular we mention 
COROLLARY 2 (Ore). Every r@t inverse of w is conjugute in ST(G; II) to 
the group of maps (2.8) if and ouly if lIom(S ,,,- 1 , FZ) is tyiwial. (If m f 5 this 
happens if and only if j H I is odd). 
Proof. [17], Ch. I, Section 5. 
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COROLLARY 3 (Ore). ffm = (G : H) 3, 2 tlzcn RT(G; If) is a chum-twistir 
sub<youp of ST(G; H). 
Proqf. [17], Ch. III, Section I. 
Ore also finds the commutator subgroups of z,,,,,(H), characterizes its 
automorphisms quite explicitly, and exhibits a wealth of information about 
its normal structure. (One need not have G finite; see Crouch [6] and [7].) 
Xote 6. Let ?n = (G : ZZ) < r;o. To g, t S7’(G; N) map the ~11 PZ 
monomial matrix 3rl, whose (i, iCy(,+-‘)th entry is y(q, ;‘I), where 01 : [ 1, vr] -+ r 
is a bijection. It follows from (2.4) that the map y ;-+ 111, is an isomorphism of 
,W(G; ZZ) with the complete monomial group owr Il. The matris obtained by 
replacing the nnnzero entries of AlZ, 1~~ l’s is just the permutation matrix 
associated with the permutation yo; if the l’s are;egarded as the identity of FZ, 
the matrices obtained form the subgroup corresponding to the maps(2.8). 
BT(G; ff) consists of the diagonal matrices, and R(G) consists of the scalar 
matrices. 
3. REPRESENTATIOS OF GROWS IN ST(G: N) 
‘rhc standard procedure for obtaining the monomial repwsentations of a 
group (Hal1 [Ill; p. 201) .‘,l 1 tl 1 f 11 1 LL c s ic 0 owing construction. 
Let G, H, 1: 5, fi E and w be as in Section 2. Let (G : II) m c. s and let 
.-I be a group with subgroup K also of indcs m. Let 4 : Zi p H be a 
homomorphism. Let u: : .UK + I‘ be a bijection with K‘ II. Lrt 
{b: I 5 t a/A) be a right transversal of K in A with 6, 1. 
For each N E A one has 71 : .-I \\ .-I/K m-f H defined by 
(3.1) 
Then for a 1 , a, E A one may- verify that 
Define p : z3 -F ST(G; ZZ) b> 
(kiJ”” = h&h C) ‘F(m) L (u t -4, 12 E H, 5 E d/k-). (3.3) 
It may be verified using (2.5), (3.2) and L emma 1 that p is a representation 
of ;2 in S7’(G; II). To be precise, up is the element [n&, of ST(G; N) where 
for &Y : 5, 
US. = ~~Y(bp&Wl g(ga) (3.4) 
and (cz~) w is &Y w (<a) 01. 
so that (z+) w is a transitive subgroup of Sym(T). It is not hard to verify that 
Ker p -C Ker I/I; indeed, Ker p is the largest subgroup of Ker 4 normal in -il, 
namely the set union of all the conjugacy classes of A contained entirely in 
Ker 4. 
THEOKEM 2. Evesy representation oj a group A into ST(G; H) for which 
(Ap) w is transitizle is conjugate mder an element of BT(G; H) to a representation 
obtained by the preceding construction. 
Proof. This theorem follows from the isomorphisms in Note 6 and well 
known results in the literature. (See Hall [If]; p. 202). A direct proof is 
indicated here. 
Let p : --1 - ST(G; 15) be such a representation, and let k’ < A be the 
subgroup for which (Kp) w is the stabilizer of ITE in Sym(r). By transitivity 
there arc wz elements b, t A (6 E I’) f or which IzbP t [. These elements form 
a right transversal of K in -3, so that there is a bijection oi : A/K - r. \Ve 
shall reindes the 6, by A/k’, so that b, ~~ h, 1% hen &Y = &’ (< E */I/K, [ E F). 
Define 7 : d x =2/K-+ H by 
&rJ”” = /7+, i) g(or)n (3.6) 
and define 7 E BT(G; H) by 
(k&J 7 == ~~‘7(~< , ~1-‘g,, 
Then for /z t H (noting that ~(1, K) -= 1) we have 
jpuqP)T = hgc, ) 
(3.7) 
so we may as well assume that for h E H, 
hbi” = hgr7 . 
Define q5 by 
kt+5 --- rl(k, K) (k t K); 
then it follows from (3.6) that $ E Hom(K, H). 
It remains to show that 
da, 5) == (b,ab,;)$ 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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It follows by setting h = I in (3.6) that we must show that 
(because the left side of (3.11) is just the right side of (3.10).) 
But by (3.8), lbip = gs, , so we must show that 
Since b$p = (b,,p)-l, we must show that for any .a = I?g(g(il)3i E ([a) 01. 
but this follows from (3.8). This proves the theorem. 
R(G) is a representation of G in P(G; H); Theorem 3 gives information 
about other such representations. 
DEFINITION. A representation p of G in ST(G; H) is standard if (HP) w 
is the stabilizer in (Gp) w of some coset of H. 
LEMMA 2. Any standard representatiotl p of G in ST(G; H) is conjugate in 
ST(G; H) to a representation in which (HP) w stabilizes H. 
Proof. If (Hp) w stabilizes 5, let p be any map in ST(G; H) for which yw 
interchanges 6 and H. (There are such since ST(G; H) w = Sym(r).) Then 
(Hv-lprp) w is the stabilizer of H. 
Iavnu 3. Let (G : H) nz < 01) and let p be a standard representation 
of G in ST(G : H). Then (Gp) w is transitive on l7 
Proof. Let (Hp) w stabilize 6 E l7 Let g, g’ E G. Now, [(Hg)r, C 5 for some 
< E P, if also .$(Hg’)p C 5, then ,$H~g’--‘)~ C [ so that g = g’ (mod Z-I). Thus 
~ t(GnJw ~ = 111 = (G : H), which proves the Lemma. 
THEOREM 3. Let (G : H) = m < CO. A representation p of G in ST(G; H) 
is conjugate in ST(G; H) to R(G) [f and only ;f 
(i) p is standard 
and 
(ii) the map pcLB : H + H defined by 
g% = Iz-‘(hg,)“pg;l = y(hp, 0, 
where .$ is the cosetfixed by Hp, is in Inn(H). 
(3.12) 
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I-‘roclf. Let p be a standard representation of G in SII’(G; 11) with fixed 
coset 5. Let ho -z p-‘(hp) ‘p for some v ä .S7’(G; H), and all II E Ii. Then 
v here < :: ~(~xIJ). But the right side of (3.13) is just 
Y(P’, 0 ’ I&. 5) Y(V> 2) (@Pan’ (3.14) 
since 
b): an application of (2.5). 
Now suppose 0 is the right regular representation of G. Since 110 fixes H, 
(i) is clear, and (ii) follows from (3.14) and the fact that p’e is the identitv on II. 
C‘onversely, suppose (i) and (ii) hold. ‘Then (3.14) shows that pP reniains in 
Inn(H) if NC replace p by an!; conjugate under an element of S’T(G; II). 
1\Ioreover, since r is exactly the set of imprimitivity classes of ST(G; Ii), 
conjugation by ST(G; HI) prescrvcs (i) too. \Vc shall now normalize p 1,~ 
transforming it several times. 
By Lemma 2, KC may assume that (iip) w is the stabilizer of If in (+) W, 
and by Lemma 3 that (Gp) w is transitive. Then by Theorem 2 p is conjugate 
under- an element of B7’(G; H) t o a representation of G in ST(G; H) 
constructed by the procedure outlined at the beginning of this section. We 
shall, therefore, assume that p has been constructed in accordance with that 
procedure. 
In this cast, JI is a permutation of I’, A- Ii, JJ t I<nd( H), and the KF and b, 
are trans\wsals of II in G. 
In particular, CY is defined by (3.5). Let & be the map [g:‘Cy:rE, l]sc,. ; that is, 
if .s c 4, then ,A& -1 ~??~ SE\ , E [x I_ ‘Ihn for < E r, I7 t H, NT have 
/plQ ‘(‘/<,‘Wl I!:f< . (3.15) 
So WC may ;1ss~me E is the identit!,. 
Now let {/Jo be [R;%~]~~~~- . Then for l E I’, h E H, 
So we may assume that sC -- /I: for all f c r. 
Note that Q!J~ and $z both preserve the property that (HP) w is the stabilizer 
of H in (Gp) 0. 
Because of this, 
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by (3.3) and (3.1). H cnce 4 E Inn(H); say # is conjugation by /z E H. Let #~a 
be the map 
(kfh4 = )f 
( : I1 
I <YE E ;f~ II. 
Clearly, +: c B7’(G; H); moreover, for i/, h’ t H, 
jp~,“~J~‘iWS = /$-y/r’{,) jr zz /I/l’. (3.18) 
Also, it is easy to see that conjugation by S/Q preserves the propert!- given 1~~ 
(3.16); (3.16) and (3.18) then imply the theorem. 
It follows easily from (2.1) that an automorphism 9) of G is in ST(G; !I) if 
and only if p fixes H elemcnta-ix. Sow, if no specific assumptions are made 
about how I1 is embedded in G (except that is normal) one has a Schrcier 
factor fimction p : T _.’ r+ If given by 
n-hew f’opcrates on H b> 
/I’ (7 j/c7 ’ r’ < h 5 (( E l’, ir E II). (4.2) 
In view of (4.1) the assumption that y E Aut(G) n ST(G; H) yields 
\zhich upon r-car-ranging the left side and cancelling /r gives 
Y(% ix) cL(E> i)-‘k-‘y(FJ, k)[b(cp, i)pw) P(QPJ), 5(9Jw)). (4.4) 
A thorough investigation of (4.4) will be carried out in another work. Some 
simple results will be noted her-c. 
In the first place, if VW -: 1, (4.4) implies that y(y, 0” == ~(9, 0 for all 
k t H; i.e., y(cp, [) t Z(H) for all 4 t T. Then we have 
Y(% 65) -I 74% 0 Y(% iJf (4.5) 
$31 ‘Iz:?.-.q. 
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Such automorphisms commute with each other. This result is well-known; 
see Huppert ([13], Theorem 4.4 of Chapter 1). 
Even if ~w f I, if G is an automorphism-free extension of H, one has 
Yh 51) = 46, 5r1 Y(% v Y(% 5) P(5(vJ), 5(v)) (4.6) 
so that again Im y C Z(H), and y(p, , -) : I‘+ Z(H) deviates from being a 
homomorphism by the error 
‘G 0 == 45 5)-l PfKvJ), 5(w)- (4.7) 
In this case, Z(H) C Z(G), so that, for 9 = [a&r, one has from (2.4) that 
lle 7: ho~‘&&4PP, WI. (4.8) 
If also gglgE(mw) t Z(G), one has that q is a “central” automorphism (one that 
centralizes Inn(G).) The elements aE .v -i(q) (for x t 6) have been noticed 
by many authors, e.g., Adney [I], Auslander [5], Sidki ([20], Chapter 2), 
Scott I-191, and Plotkin ([Is], pp. 404 ff.). 
When G H x I’, ~(9, -) must actually be a homomorphism. Using the 
usual pointwise group structure of Horn (I’, Z(H)), one has 
THEOR~;M 4. If G = H x r, therr the ,group Ant&G) of automorphism 
of Gjxing N elementwise is isomorphic to the splitting extemiofl of’Hom(r, Z(N)) 
by Aut(r) given by Q!F o-‘dfor u cz Aut(lJ, t,l~ t Hom(r, Z(H)). 
Proof. If y t Aut&G) = Aut(G) n S’f(G; H), then the preceding argu- 
ment shows that the map 4 : y(q, -) E Hom(r, Z(H)) and that 
u : IpJ E Aut(lJ. 
Conversely, given 4 t Hom( r’: Z(Zf)) and o t Aut(l’), let qz be the map in 
S7’(G; H) for which y(v, 5) @ and g-w -=~ 0; there is such a q~ by the 
argument preceding Theorem I. ‘l’hcn 
(k,)(ke&F = (~4r:i)P 
= ~74txY R(E5)(waJ 
= ww2&uii) .i(wJ 
= !k&P . (k&P 
so that v t Aut(G). We may thus identify- ‘p with the ordered pair (2, a). If 
$, t Hom(r, Z(H)) and q E Aut(r), then 
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This theorem is closely related to Lemma 1.3 of Adney and Deskins [2], and 
to observations by deVries and dehliranda ([8], p. 459) Tarwater ([21], 
Theorem 9), and hlader ([lj], Lemma 3.2(d)) (See Xote 4 in Section 2 above). 
The author is indebted to J. Altinger for pointing out that the work in the first 
three sections of this paper does not require that H be normal in G. 
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